Silenced Judgement
What did you say? What is conveyed? That I am the one to shame?
Take your hearsay to defame and consume your hypocrisy?
Hideous lies will soon in time fall away, now nullified
Misinformation and your summations will never negate this strength so deeply mine

My rise will always amplify, and then you all will wonder why
Your words have come back onto you, a punishment just so cruel

Soaring higher with burning desire
Mindless enemies will never see this coming
My highest legacy will crush your silenced judgement

Ignorant ways are so inane, and still, you don’t even see the aim
Of your selfish ego game is to kill your impotency
Insecure minds will criticize all of whom they perceive in binds
Alienation and degradation will never abate this ever-ceaseless drive

The right to rise is always mine, never again to dwell on swine
My skill will conquer mindless fools, so fuck your claims of worthless spew

Soaring higher with burning desire
Mindless enemies will never see this coming
My highest legacy will crush your silenced judgement

Assessors, Aggressors, is what I’ve clearly seen
Oppressors will never ever cease my dreams
I conquered the tethers that you imposed on me
Achievers, and true leaders, is who were always free to be

Soaring higher with burning desire
Mindless enemies will never see this coming
My highest legacy will crush your silenced judgement

Apparitions Of Conquest
Ghosts of tyrants will be all you see as you’re falling into the depths of dreams
Nighttime violence will lead your feeble mind to a timeless true pain that’s now your life

Apparitions of conquest, they will always be your guest
Forceful visions from a life and time far into the afterlife

Vicious power will feed my evil soul as I conquer your will inside your home
Apparitions of figures clocked in black, rise to conquer, prepare for your attack!

Apparitions of conquest, they will always be your guest
Forceful visions from a life and time far into the afterlife
Death is what you will soon face
When the ghosts have won their chase

Evil Spirits dwell deep inside this hell
Awake or a sleep you are suffering
Time will only tell if you can lose the spell
But you’re in too deep, to die is the only way you’ll see

Shadow beings are persisting onwards to bring you never ending pain
This is how it feels when your fate is sealed
Wretchedness success, unblessed

Your submission into this wicked reign is my pleasure as much as it’s your pain
Fear defines you and sinful souls live on. Haunting onwards forever I am strong

Apparitions of conquest, they will always be your guest
Forceful visions from a life and time far into the afterlife

Usurping The Paragon
Blazing forwards on to the day
When your honours been washed away so astray
My true greatness is now so clear
By force I’ve taken your eminence so severe

Acclaim stolen I am supreme
Your time to prosper is behind in time as I redeem
Tremendous sounds of musical might

Usurping all who dare rise up to me in this fight

Fighting to the death for supremacy
Forces of my life blood will conquer thee
Intimidation from my new energy
Will place you back my grace is forever free
Usurping those who aim to be entities
Of the paragon an ideal being
Pushed aside you are I am the new king
Feel my wrath as I usurp, I win the dream and your esteem

Prideful moments forever mine
The time of rising has been so long in my mind
Now I’m ruthlessly the regime
A victor I am and soaring on I crush your dreams

Fighting to the death for supremacy
Forces of my life blood will conquer thee
Intimidation from my new energy
Will place you back my grace is forever free
Usurping those who aim to be entities
Of the paragon an ideal being
Pushed aside you are I am the new king

Feel my wrath as I usurp, I win the dream and your esteem
My will to conquer had led to the death of times
When I had only squandered potentials and levels of might
Inner strength to realize

Stray away from heydays
Feel what I’ve felt
Suffer as I downplay
Pain, you feel as did I
Revenge is duly mine
And soon you will soon decline
Pray obey in disarray
Kneel to what I’ve dealt
Usurper I can display
Strength beyond the paragon
My will is ever strong
I’ll crush them forever and I will reign for forever on

Fighting to the death for supremacy
Forces of my life blood will conquer thee
Intimidation from my new energy
Will place you back my grace is forever free
Usurping those who aim to be entities
Of the paragon an ideal being

Pushed aside you are I am the new king
Feel my wrath as I usurp, I win the dream and your esteem

At One With Infinity
Rapidly soon to come over me
Is my dreams, I am one with supreme
power so blessed unlike the rest
It’s clear to me, that I will see
Manifest, coalesced dreams and visions of majesty.
Persevere through the storms of misery
A light year above the ones who cannot see
The path beyond captivity in this life’s contingency
Sufficient drive so deep in me and always at one with infinity

I will never die, my life is the fuel
That will take me towards the stars beyond
Your limitations towards a celebration of my strength and truth
That never ever will lose its youth
At one with divine strength to make me fight on to scores of the long-lost majesties
Crash through their weak control, of those that take its toll
I am now at one with infinity

Tearing down everyone that’s filled with doubt
My renown will take me for and soon surmount

All of your fears, its soon to be clear that my mind will domineer
Everyone that’s on my path, I manifest and make it last
Universe within myself forever compelled
Intersperse divine inside forever dwelled
Create the dreams that you perceive in your mind and in your schemes
Divine mind you’ll always see, forever at one with sanguinity

Time is always mine to use and see the truth
Of the path towards thy kingdom come
Life is creation of your ideations
The day to rise is near, in times of strife there is no fear
At one with divine strength to make me fight on to scores of the long-lost majesties
Crash through their weak control, of those that take its toll
I am now at I’m at one with infinity

Conquest, cathartic rites upon this night
Progress beyond their limited foresight
Divine Power is always on my side
Entwine with the force of the divine
Cowards they will be and soon they’ll see
My dreams have now become reality
You’re fools for ever having doubted this
A new life is mine and always oh so bliss

Parasitic Demons
I stray away from the times when you brought about the pain
My mind you pried inside no more ever to control me
They’re false your thoughts are wrong I obliterate them all
My force and strength from this day will accelerate your motherfucking fall

Parasitic demons will die today
Parasitic demons are all you’ll be
Projections of your own insecurities
Are done, are gone, I’ve won, I am now free

The lies you hide in your mind of manipulating cold ways
Will finds its time in the light and exposed for all to see
Behind your blind frame of mine are the verdicts oh so wrong
The right to own all my might will carry on my will is firm and strong

Parasitic demons will die today
Parasitic demons are all you’ll be
Projections of your own insecurities
Are done, are gone, I’ve won, I am now free

Your descending sway is now so far away
Nevermore to change my mental state
Visions I instate of my life, true change

I am far away and way past all your blame

Never to surrender my will to distill
Parasitic demon’s deceptions distractions from truth

Fighting to defy the limits of your mind
The power of existence will live inside unblind
Force fed limitations I reject their placement
I embrace my truth, my will has conjured what I claim improved

Parasites will malign so do I when they come about my way
In sight is my right to perceive all the truths of my own fate
It’s mine to create, generate, it’s the force to stun them all
Stay in place, you’re debased and disgraced as I push my way into days of faith so tall

Parasitic demons will die today
Parasitic demons are all you’ll be
Projections of your own insecurities
Are done, are gone, I’ve won, I am now free
Parasitic demons will die today
Parasitic demons are all you’ll be
Projections of your own insecurities
Are done, are gone, I’ve won, I am now free

Reclaimed Strength
As I close the door towards a pain filled life
Inner strength will rise the power that’s inside
I will face the core of the long-lost truth
That I am grandeur and I do not need you

So long did I dream of the time to gleam
Where I’ve gone on to be transformed you see
Long gone from the past, my strength will make this last
Always will surpass the ones who test my wrath
Power taken back, never off my path
The rise is so fast beyond my past
Non-stop are attacks to those who rudely laughed
Crush them, there is no chance that they can stop my fame so vast

Finding a way beyond all my pain
Times are erased of lethal depths of shame
Force is on display, and never to go away
This is my way, my strength is reclaimed

Labeled time to time, projections of your mind
But I can override the potent terms of thine
Strength beyond you fools, I will choose this fuel
To vanish limitations as I invite renewal

Adapt to a way of faith so unafraid of their false tirade as I’m betrayed
Once more pushing on towards a mind so strong
Overcome the odds again, their words so wrong
Refuse all that’s frail, tenacity prevails
Racing down the trails of life availed
Never to give their wrongful claims the time to thrall
They don’t even call my name as I walk past them all

Finding a way beyond all my pain
Times are erased of lethal depths of shame
Force is on display, and never to go away
This is my way, my strength is reclaimed
Illusions Of Fragmentation
Facing the depths of my inner scars
Finding the steps on towards the doors
Of a time beyond the longing for a love that will ignite and soon in-still
Internal wealthiness and a newfound bliss
Nevermore to feel the pain as sharp as steel

Fragmentations, a force of illusions
Reclamations of my self-respect
The creation of resolutions
And cessations of power no more to fall

Time after time, I failed to realize
The force deep inside my mind had sufficed
I ascend towards objective truth to make me feel whole complete ideals
A longing laid to rest, dominion now expressed
Now we all are here, with nothing more to fear

Fragmentations, a force of illusions
Reclamations of my self-respect
The creation of resolutions
And cessations of power no more to fall

Death Of Illusory baneful reveries have now strengthened me
Pride is forever inside, this assertive incline
Never deprive my state of being
Shun the weakness I felt in times gone by, dignity now rise
Guide future advancement when hordes of strength and ripe zen
Rise up to defend your mind again

Looking back at times I suffered, it is now clear that my mind was yours
Power given up for illusions, never oh never believe in deceptions again

Facing the depths of my inner scars
Finding the steps on towards the doors

Of a time beyond the longing for a love that will ignite and soon in-still
Internal wealthiness and a newfound bliss
Nevermore to feel the pain as sharp as steel

Fragmentations, a force of illusions
Reclamations of my self-respect
The creation of resolutions
And cessations of power no more to fall

Everlasting Ascendency
Forging ever onwards towards my chosen fate
Never will their wrong words ever leave a lasting trace
Fighting on to conquer and so deep inside my mind
Is the will to power and drive so well defined

The way to change is the ascending
Past days of shame and left to yesterday
Always proclaim your inner being
Ascendency will forever last in me

Slicing through the madness and crossways took in life
No more is the sadness an excuse to stop the fight
I am divine malice that will never pass away
Drinking from the chalice of a force that’s here to stay

The way to change is the ascending
Past days of shame and left to yesterday
Always proclaim your inner being
Ascendency will forever last in me

Far away long gone from my long-held shame
Ascended on to brand new ways of being me
I am not held back by who I used to be
External situations can never determine what you see

Soaring high beyond all their doubts
I will not surrender to those who cannot tell
That I will always see through all deceit
A life of rejection will never cease my dreams
Despite all the trials that will come to me
Ascendence is forever my source of victory

